Curriculum Plan
W/C 8th June
Retrieval Focus

1.

How we will help you
to recall previously
learnt knowledge

2.

New Learning

Focus:
What you will
be learning
about this
week

How we will
help recap
things you’ve
learned in the
past that will
help with this
topic

How we will
teach you the
new knowledge
or ideas

Subject
W/C 15th June

W/C 22nd June

Sociology

Year

W/C 29th June

W/C 6th July

12

W/C 13th July

This will be included in the weekly powerpoint/ resource set – recall of knowledge from previous week’s topic on Sociological Theory and different
perspectives. A weekly 10 question MCQ set on SHMH with a focus on Sociological Theory concepts and theorists.
Distributed practice activities on previous Y12 topic: Education. This will include a worksheet and a 10 question MCQ on SMHW

1. Feedback from
assessment questions
2. Consolidation of RM
3.Introduction to
Sociological Theory

Topic Sociological
Theory:
1. Functionalism and
subcultural theories
2. New Right theory

Topic Sociological
Theory:
1. Marxism and NeoMarxism theories

Topic Sociological
Theory:
1. Social Action
theories
2. Critical Race
Theories (CRT)

Topic Sociological
Theory:
1. Feminism theories

Topic Sociological
Theory:
1. Postmodernism
theories

-Application to exam
practice questions
-SMHW retrieval quiz
-Case study analysis and
using synoptic links from
previous topics, e.g.,
Education and Families
and Households

-Exam question of RM
with recipe sheet
– Consolidating
Positivism and
Functionalism – the link
between theory and
methods
-SMHW retrieval quiz

-Retrieval questions on
PowerPoint slide
-Linking Marxist ideas
from previous topics of
learning as synoptic
evidence
- SMHW retrieval quiz

-Retrieval questions on
PowerPoint slide
-Linking Interactionist
ideas from previous
topics of learning as
synoptic evidence
-Revisiting CRT
evidence and studies
- SMHW retrieval quiz
-Plan a 10 marker
question on Marxism –
teacher submission

-Retrieval questions on
PowerPoint slide
-Linking Feminist ideas
from previous topics
of learning as synoptic
evidence
-Revisiting Feminist
evidence and studies
- SMHW retrieval quiz

-Retrieval questions on
PowerPoint slide
-Linking Postmodernist
ideas from previous
topics of learning as
synoptic evidence
-Revisiting
Postmodernist
evidence and studies
- SMHW retrieval quiz
-Plan a 20 mark
question on theory –
teacher submission

-DIRT work on
assessment work
-Audio Powerpoint
outlining knowledge
-Consolidation tasks

-Audio PowerPoint outlining knowledge of key points and theorists
-Consolidation tasks
-Researching news articles to demonstrate applicable concepts in societal context

Activities that
will help you
learn and
practice what
you’ve been
taught

What you can
do if you’re
stuck

-Timeline of social
change with specific
indictors and milestones
-Revision exercise in
G/Drive – Folder;
Revision packs and Exam
Practice Questions

-Literature Review:
Durkheim’s ‘Le Suicide’
and ‘The Elementary
Forms of the Religious
Life’
-Revision exercise in
G/Drive – Folder;
Revision packs and Exam
Practice Questions
-Encourage independent
revision strategies, e.g.,
mind maps, flashcards
and completion of
glossary

-Literature Review:
Marx’s ‘The Communist
Manifesto’ and
Gramsci’s ‘Prison Notes’
-Revision exercise in
G/Drive – Folder;
Revision packs and Exam
Practice Questions
-Encourage independent
revision strategies, e.g.,
mind maps, flashcards
and completion of
glossary

-Literature Review:
Goffman ‘The Asylum’
-Revision exercise in
G/Drive – Folder;
Revision packs and
Exam Practice
Questions
-Encourage
independent revision
strategies, e.g., mind
maps, flashcards and
completion of glossary

-Literature Review:
Butler ‘Performative
Acts and Gender
Constitution: An Essay
in Phenomenology and
Feminist Theory’ and
‘The Menstrual Mark:
Menstruation as Social
Stigma’
-Revision exercise in
G/Drive – Folder;
Revision packs and
Exam Practice
Questions
-Encourage
independent revision
strategies, e.g., mind
maps, flashcards and
completion of glossary

-Literature Review:
Lyotard ‘Towards the
Postmodern’
-Revision exercise in
G/Drive – Folder;
Revision packs and
Exam Practice
Questions
-Encourage
independent revision
strategies, e.g., mind
maps, flashcards and
completion of glossary

-Email teacher or send a message of SMHW.
-Discuss with teacher during Microsoft Teams tutorial
-Read topic from textbook
-Contact a friend
Microsoft team meeting: you can use this slot to ask live questions about the work or to ask me to clarify key explanations of new knowledge or concepts

Checking in
How we will check in
with you to support
you with your remote
learning

MT session:
AS:
12D Thursday 11th June
11.30am
12C Friday 12th June
11.30am

MT session:
AS:
12D Thursday 18th June
11.30am
12C Friday 19th June
11.30am

MT session:
AS:
12D Thursday 25th June
11.30am
12C Friday 26th June
11.30am

MT session:
AS:
12D Thursday 2nd July
11.30am
12C Friday 3rd July
11.30am

MT session:
AS:
12D Thursday 9th July
11.30am
12C Friday 10th July
11.30am

MT session:
AS:
12D Thursday 16th
July 11.30am
12D Friday 17th July
11.30am

Tutorial Focus

-Assessment
commentary and DIRT
work focus
-Topic focus summary
delivered on Microsoft
Team

-Topic focus summary
delivered on Microsoft
Team
-Discussion of answers
from worksheet and
consolidation activities

-Topic focus summary
delivered on Microsoft
Team
-Discussion of answers
from worksheet and
consolidation activities

-Topic focus summary
delivered on Microsoft
Team
-Discussion of answers
from worksheet and
consolidation activities

-Topic focus summary
delivered on Microsoft
Team
-Discussion of answers
from worksheet and
consolidation activities

-Topic focus summary
delivered on Microsoft
Team
-Discussion of answers
from worksheet and
consolidation activities

-Discussion of answers
from worksheet and
consolidation activities

-Walk through of essay
recipe sheet on 20 mark
RM question

-General summary of
class feedback from
20 mark RM question

-General summary of
class feedback from
10 marker plan on
Marxism

-General summary of
class feedback from
10 marker plan on
Marxism

